REHEARSAL SPACE (Residency)
Studio ProArte
We are a cultural hub with the vision and commitment to impulse the creative and professional development of the cultural and dance scene in Freiburg. Our
passion is to link a large variety of dance styles and artistic disciplines with our community and broader audiences. Our vision is to continue being a groundbreaking centre for cultural education and events.
Our Space
Studio ProArte invests in local and non-local dance projects, by offering a beautiful bright, white linoleum floor room, up to 280 m2, equipped with professional
audio and professional lights. In addition, we have changing rooms, toilets, and cafeteria. Our successful applicants are granted either with 1000 euros discount on
the Room fees or 100% discount.
This space welcomes any size dance projects, from research and development to larger production rehearsals, from single independent artists to performance
companies. We offer 7 hours straight access, for five consecutive working days. We are open to the possibility of the artists making use of the space during the
connected weekends - when available.

•
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3 residencies – 2 weeks long- with a 100% discount on the
rent fees to excellent applications.
9 residencies - 2 weeks long with a 75% discount to
outstanding applications. Leaving 300 euros per week to
be paid by the artist.

The events to choose from are:
- Sharing of Work in Progress (Showing) + Q and A with audience.
- Open Sharing of Practice (Open Rehearsal) + Q and A with audience.
- Community Workshops from beginners to advance levels.

Do you want to know more?
Contact us at productions@studioproarte.de
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Note: Access to our three Rehearsal and Production rooms is also
available by hiring the studios either with reduced rates, available for
independent artists/companies with no funding, or standard price or
commercial rate hires.

Give-Back Program:
As part of our agreement with the cultural organization that is sponsoring this
program, we invite all artists who are offered the residency, to choose one
Give-Back event, per awarded week, to offer to the community.
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Our offer:
There is a limited number of spaces we can award. This space is
offered as follows:
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